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You've heard, "Think before you speak" a hundred times, and probably shrugged it off just like that

other insightful phrase, "Your face will freeze like that if you're not careful." But unlike a facial

expression, our words do stick around. (Just think about middle school a sec. See?) Which means

everything you sayâ€•from what tell your friends, whisper about your enemies, post online, mutter to

yourself, or even say to the celebrity you ran into at the coffee shopâ€•carries a whole lot of power.

The question is, are you ready to use that power to make a real difference? Because the truth is,

you could be part of the first generation who uses their words to build up and not tear down, and

even kill the mean girl mentality. Through very funny stories, Scripture, and a real understanding of

the good, bad, and ugly ways we can use our words, Annie Downs explores the difference you can

make when you speak love to others, to God, and even to yourself. Because when you speak love,

you speak life. And that's what matters.
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This book is about using your words to build each other up and not to tear each other down. This

book reminds you that your power is in your words. This book is about loving yourself and also

loving others. This book was not written for the target audience AT ALL. This book was written for

EVERYONE. (Hey, I told Annie this [sorry- but too many close connections you are now Annie and

we are friends- from one email but hey go with me on this] in the email I sent her. She is pretty

awesome.)I though that I was going to read this book and just get ideas for class topics from it. But I

don't think that will work. The brilliance of this book is that it is a perfect class book. It has memory



verses, discussion questions, and homework/journaling built in. I am going to use it for my proposal

for this class.I will say that while this book is awesomely amazing- she leaves out some important

stuff. When she talks about becoming a Christian she only mentions asking Jesus into your heart.

There isn't really any mention of repenting or baptism. And guys that is important. Both of those

things are commanded of us. Jesus says repent AND be baptized. So while yes, you need to ask

Jesus into your heart and keep him there, you also need to ask for forgiveness and be baptized like

he commanded of you. Thus reveals I problem that I have with most of my favorite writers these

days but I digress.So this is the part where I say go buy the book- GO BUY THE BOOK- but I am

also going to say this; if you have a teenage girl (I would say boy because so much applies to them

but it was directed at girls) this would be a great gift for them. I would even venture to say a girl who

is in the fifth grade up.

Original review here: [...]Today's world is one of constant communication, and seldom can you find

yourself in a state of absolute isolation. This incessant and never-ending saturation in ideas and

conversation has many upsides, but it also has far too many downsides. Many teens in this day and

age find themselves inundated with the influx; many more find themselves being bullied within it. In

Annie F. Downs' book Speak Love, cyberbullying is just one of the many topics she covers. Her

overall point is to speak words that give life wherever we go, and to avoid words that give

death.Speak Love starts out a bit slowly. Downs covers how communication with God is key before

communication with others can reach a peak of love and constructive language. The entire first part

of the book is dedicated to prayer, reading the Bible, connecting with God, and staying in

relationship with Christ. Focusing so centrally on a relationship with God is applauded, for in today's

culture, focusing far too much time on outside sources draws our eyes away from Him should we let

it. (I speak from experience when I say that distraction is prevalent and easy to fall into.) Downs

does a good job on getting to the core about why a relationship with God is so vitally important to

one's own life.The second part deals in the area of using our words to speak love (hence the title)

and how when we are right with God, then things will iron out and we will begin to see where we are

not speaking love. Downs handles real-life issues such as "Mean Girls," celebrities being people,

cyber interactions, and our own words in such a way as to make the reader feel everything is

conversational and never accusatory. Her tone never comes off as snobbish or as if she's speaking

down to us.
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